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App Name: Wet/Dry Mapping 

Introduction: 

The Wet/dry mapping app will allow the users to record data digitally regarding the presence of 

water along an assigned portion of San Pedro river, Arizona and its tributaries. This app is a mobile 

based app. It is mainly used to replace the Data sheets used to record the data digitally. The river 

is divided into several reaches and each team is assigned to one reach. Each team is equipped with 

the GPS to record the data in terms of GPS co-ordinates. The app begins with Entering the team 

members and create a team. Each team can have maximum of five team members. Then the user 

can enter the river segment information and water flow direction. User can also edit the team 

information. Then the user can select Start waypoint and add the details of the wet spots along the 

reach. All the details of waypoint are validated while entering the information. User can then 

upload the file. The home page also provides the option to Open/Edit file and Delete the file. The 

format of the file is .csv. User can always check the Help page in case of any doubts of entering 

the information. 

The information about the Undergraduate group can be found at: 

http://www.csl.mtu.edu/classes/cs4760/www/projects/s18/group4/www/  

The final design documents by the Undergraduate group can be found at: 

http://www.csl.mtu.edu/classes/cs4760/www/projects/s18/group4/www/design_docs.html  

Test Goals: 

Usability testing is one of the most important process to improve the user experience. This process 

enhances the application by interacting with the users and collecting data from their experience. 

This makes the app more user friendly and easier to use. It does not criticize the developers but 

gives them suggestions for easier use of the app. The usability testing process also reports the bugs 

to the developers and allows them to work on them before deploying. The feedback and 

suggestions from the participants helps the developers to make enhancements in the application. 

 

 

http://www.csl.mtu.edu/classes/cs4760/www/projects/s18/group4/www/
http://www.csl.mtu.edu/classes/cs4760/www/projects/s18/group4/www/design_docs.html


Description of the Tests: 

The tests were designed based on each screen that is developed in the application. Each test 

checked for the functionality of each field and the button provided on the screen. It was mostly 

based on ensuring the correct format of the data that needs to be entered in each field. Thus, it 

checked validation on every field. The tests also ask for the suggestions from the participants in 

terms of the UI design. 

Screenshots of the UI: 

Below are some of the screenshots of the User interface. 

 

Figure 1 Add team members screen 

 

Figure 2 Start reach screen 

 

 

 



 

Figure 3Waypoint Screen 

 

Figure 4 Help page 

 

Test Description: 

The Usability test sessions were conducted in two weeks for total of six sessions. All the tests were 

carried out in Library-112. The participants were from different backgrounds. Each participant 

was given a Pre-test questionnaire and a consent form. The developers explained about the details 

and the use of the application. The concept of collecting the data along the river was explained by 

drawing the diagrams on board/paper for better understanding. Each scenario was explained to the 

user which was based on each screen in the app and then user was asked to use the app. The inputs 

from the user were collected on the Post-test questionnaire. 

The tests were based on four scenarios. The first scenario was made on Home and Help page. The 

second scenario was based on the Team data page. Third scenario was based on Waypoint data 



entering page and the last was based on Start reach and filling the details of reach. The Home page 

provides the buttons to Open/Edit file and Delete file. These two buttons allow to open the file 

created by the user after entering all the details and uploading the final data. The user can edit and 

delete the files. This functionality was under the process of development. Also, the Help page was 

not implemented by the developers. So, the scenarios and the questions to check these two features 

were skipped in the process of test. The data was collected from the working screens and 

functionalities. The test plan describes about couple of scenarios that were tested. 

Test Plans and Results: 

Pre-test questions: 

1. Name: 

2. Department: 

3. Email: 

4. What is the O.S of your smartphone? 

a) Android 

b) iOS 

c) Windows 

d) Other 

5. Level of interest in testing this application: 

a) Not interested 

b) Somewhat interested 

c) Interested 

d) Highly interested 

6. Are you aware of / heard about the Wet-Dry mapping? 

a) Yes 

b) No 

7. Have you previously done the Usability testing? 

a) Yes 

b) No 



There were total of 6 participants and the app was tested on Smartphone or laptop. The Level of 

interest of participants was also noted in this pre-test form. Below are the pie-charts that show 

these results with the percentages. 

 

Figure 5 Pie chart showing the percentage of tests done on laptop or phone 

 

Figure 6 Pie chart showing the percentage of level of interest 
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Test Scenario 1: 

1. Test Scenario Name: 

Team Data page 

2. Test Goals for the Scenario: 

This test scenario will check the Creation of team and the details of the river. The users 

will also check the Help page if the purpose of each field is unclear. 

3. Quantitative Measurement List: 

i. Are the fields or text boxes for adding the team members self-explanatory? → Yes 

ii. Is there a validation on number of team members that can be added? → Yes 

iii. Is the field for adding the team member names case sensitive? → No 

iv. Is there any limitation on number of characters to be entered in all the fields? →Yes 

v. Are the buttons for Edit/Delete /Add team member working properly? → Yes 

vi. Is a dropdown provided for User to select the River Segment? → Dropdown was 

not required, and text field was working correctly. 

vii. Does the screen show the mandatory fields? → No 

viii. Does the screen show the prompt if the mandatory fields are not entered before 

clicking on Confirm Team button? → Yes 

ix. Does Help page provide the details of functionality of the fields on this screen? 

→Was not implemented until the testing. 

4. Scenario Description: 

This test scenario is for checking the creation of team. You can start to create the team by 

entering the names of the team member. The number of team members should be either 4 

or 5. If you try to enter more than 5 members then you would not be allowed to do so. You 

can also use Delete or Edit button to make some changes. You can easily select the Reach 

from the drop down provided and select the flow of water. After clicking on confirm team 

button the you would be navigated to the next screen of Start reach. 

5. Task List: 

i. Entering the team member names. Also checking whether the Add, Delete and Edit 

icons provided on the screen work correctly. 

ii. Checking the validation on number of team members that can be added. 



iii. Is the drop down for River segment monitoring provides the list of segments 

available? 

iv. Checking the navigation once the Confirm Team button is clicked. 

6. Qualitative Measurement List: 

i. Facial expressions of the user → Comfortable and not confused 

ii. How many times Help page is accessed due to lack of understanding of purpose of 

the buttons → Page was not implemented 

iii. Ease of use → Found it simple 

7. Potential Observations of Participant: 

i. Reaction of participant on successful completion of this test → Satisfied  

ii. Reaction of participant on unsuccessful completion of this test → Confused 

iii. Response/Feedback from the participant for this test → Page has nice UI and easy 

to use and intuitive. 

Test scenario 2: 

1. Test Scenario Name: 

Waypoint data entering screen 

2. Test Goals for the Scenario: 

This test is on the button used on the Start reach page. Once the user Clicks on Add 

Waypoint button a small form for filling up the Waypoint information is opened. This test 

checks all the fields present on the Add Waypoint form. 

3. Quantitative Measurement List: 

i. Checking the validation on every fields → Some of the fields failed due to incorrect 

validation.  

ii. Are the Mandatory fields marked? → No 

iii. Is help provided for fields such as Accuracy, UTM-E, UTM-N → No 

iv. Validation on comment box? → Yes 

v. Is there a restriction on number of characters in the comment box? → Yes 

vi. Navigation on Clicking Confirm Waypoint button → Was navigating correctly  

vii. Visibility of wet spots in the list of waypoints → Not implemented 



viii. Are messages or prompts provided when invalid information is entered? → Yes for 

some of the fields 

4. Scenario Description: 

When you are inputting the information after clicking on Start Reach you need to click on 

Add waypoint to fill up the details related to the waypoint. The waypoint can be selected 

from the drop-down list provided. Next, you should enter the time as per the format and 

validation provided in the text box. All the fields on the screen are filled with values based 

on GPS co-ordinates. The comment box is provided if you need to provide some extra 

information related to the waypoint. At last Confirm Waypoint to save the details of 

Waypoint. 

5. Task List: 

i. Selects the Waypoint from a drop-down list 

ii. Enter the time as per the required format. 

iii. Enters the accuracy, UTM-E, UTM-N and refers to Help option if he wants to know 

more about the fields. 

iv. Selects the radio button for presence of water. 

v. Enters additional details about the spot in the comment section and clicks on 

confirm waypoint. 

6. Qualitative Measurement List: 

i. Facial expressions of the user → Bit confused  

ii. How many times Help page is accessed due to lack of understanding of purpose of the 

buttons. → Not implemented 

iii. Ease of use → Bit difficult due to waypoint and wet-spot confusion. 

7. Potential Observations of Participant: 

i. Reaction of participant on successful completion of this test → Satisfied 

ii. Reaction of participant on unsuccessful completion of this test. → Confused 

iii. Response/Feedback from the user about this test → More complex than the earlier 

page. 

 

 



Test scenario 3: 

1. Test Scenario Name: 

Start reach and filling the details of reach. 

2. Test Goals for the Scenario: 

This test checks the functionalities provided in two screens of the application. It checks 

whether the Edit button correctly navigates to the earlier screen and allows to make 

changes. It also tests the functionalities developed when the user clicks on Start Reach 

button. 

3. Quantitative Measurement List: 

i. Checking the navigation to the Team data page once clicked on Edit Team → 

Worked fine 

ii. Checking if the Editing is allowed and the data is saved correctly → Worked 

properly 

iii. Once clicked on Start reach check the navigation to the data entry page → Yes 

iv. Help provided for entering the WP(Waypoint). Validation on the Waypoint. → Not 

implemented 

v. Editing and Deleting the data by clicking on the icons provided. → Worked as 

required 

vi. Checking the button of Start Wet spot. → Worked fine 

vii. Prompts and navigation on Save File and Submit button. → Yes 

4. Scenario Description: 

This screen is to enter the details of Reach when Start reach button is clicked and it also 

provides the button which navigates to previous screen to Edit the team details. If you want 

to change some of the information filled earlier about the team, then you can again do so 

by clicking on ‘Edit Team’ button and modify the required fields.  After confirming the 

team, click on Start reach button to enter actual GPS co-ordinates.  You can seek for help 

if you are not sure how and what information is to be entered in WP and time. You can edit 

and delete the information entered by clicking on the icons provided. After entering the 

details, you must click on Save and Submit. 

5. Task List: 

i. Click on Edit team and modify the details of team created earlier 



ii. Check the navigation on Start Reach button to appropriate screen. 

iii. Add and delete Waypoint and time. 

iv. Check for the validation of time format. 

v. Save and submit. 

6. Qualitative Measurement List: 

i. Facial expressions of the user → Normal 

ii. How many times Help page is accessed due to lack of understanding of purpose of 

the buttons. → N/A 

iii. Ease of use → Error free and very simple 

7. Potential Observations of Participant: 

i. Reaction of participant on successful completion of this test → Happy 

ii. Reaction of participant on unsuccessful completion of this test → Patient even 

though some problem occurred. 

iii. Response/Feedback from the user about this test → Really like the user interface. 

Post Test Questions: 

i. Rate the User interface of the application on the scale of 1 to 5. (5 Being highest) 

ii. Was the process of this test easy and interesting or boring? 

iii. Suggestions to the design of the all the pages, if any? 

The responses to the Post-Scenario questions are shown in below graphs:  

 

Figure 7 Graph showing rating for UI 

 

Figure 8 Pie chart for Ease of the use of app 
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Feedback/Comments from the User: 

1. User Interface was easy and intuitive 

2. Add a comment about how to add team members. (+) symbol was not intuitive. 

3. Change the button style to 3-D instead of existing 2-D for better look 

4. Description/Help regarding the format of GPS co-ordinates 

5. Waypoint and Wet spot was bit confusing 

6. Waypoint number and time fields should be disabled 

7. Help page should be implemented for better understanding of all the fields. 

Conclusions: 

Based on the overall experience and the feedback from the users, the app is very simple to use. 

The participants really appreciated the purpose of this app and how helpful will it be for the users 

instead of using the data sheets. All the participants found the process of using this app very 

interesting. As shown in the results the participants really liked the User interface and rated it very 

well.  

As the help page and file upload and Edit/delete part on file was not implemented the tests were 

not done on those pages. Help page is one of the crucial page to implement as the new user may 

not be able to understand the functionalities of each field. The format of every field is different. 

The users can easily look for the information on the Help page and enter the correct values.  

The upload and edit file needs to be implemented correctly. This is the most important part of the 

application. User must be easily able to upload and download the data that was collected for every 

reach. All the fields on the Waypoint page should be validated and should be restricted to only one 

required format. One of the important concern is the GPS data formats. It should be allowed to 

have special characters. The waypoint number and time fields on the Waypoint page are auto 

generated but still they were editable. It is important to make them disabled. If accidently user hits 

on Back button, then the previously entered data should remain as it was, and user need not enter 

it again. This would really be a troublesome issue. 

If these few suggestions implemented correctly, the application will definitely serve its purpose 

and will be very helpful for the users. 



Appendix A: 

Undergraduate group member attendance at testing: 

Date Day Time Undergraduate 

team member name 

4/14/2018  Saturday 1:30 P.M. Neil Culbertson 

4/14/2018  Saturday 2:30 P.M. Neil Culbertson 

4/16/2018  Monday 4:00 P.M. Anthony Fantene 

4/20/2018  Friday 3:30 P.M. Daniel Wagner 

4/20/2018  Friday 4:30 P.M. Daniel Wagner 

4/20/2018  Friday 5:30 P.M. Daniel Wagner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix B: 

Bug Report: 

Bug number Bug name Bug location Bug description Severity of bugs 

1 Home page 

navigation 

Add team 

members  

If home button is clicked 

accidently while entering 

the data, the earlier data is 

not saved 

 

Medium 

2 Time Waypoint 

page 

Time is auto generated so it 

should not be editable 

 

Low 

3 Accuracy Waypoint 

page 

Accuracy does not accept a 

data if decimal point is 

given at first place 

 

Low 

4 UTM-N 

 

Waypoint 

page 

Allows special characters 

and more than one alphabet 

 

Medium 

5 UTM-E 

 

Waypoint 

page 

Allows special characters Medium 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


